Thunderbirds, the protectors, get a new look on the new fleet of VPD patrol cars.

Once completed this winter, **STORY OF LIFE** will span more than 240 meters long. Port Metro Vancouver has been improving the Low Level Road in North Vancouver, and incorporating artwork within a retaining wall was a goal. Susan has extensive experience working with concrete casting and had no problem coming up with a design to accommodate the vast wall. **Story of Life** symbolizes life on the West Coast pre-European contact.

This fall, Susan oversaw the installation of a new artwork in the intersection of 70th and Comish in South Vancouver, **FUSION**. It is part of a well-received development 70th at Granville. Susan’s sculpture stands 14 feet tall and is made from 2-inch copper and silver coloured aluminum. It stands on a concrete and Haddington Stone plinth. It helps re-establish a Coast Salish footprint upon the land symbolizing the grassy marshes and spawning salmon of the Fraser River.
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